IMPACT OF CORROSION DETERIORATION ON THE SEISMIC PERFORMANCE OF STEEL FRAME STRUCTURES
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Abstract: Steel structures designed before the introduction of modern seismic design codes may be characterised by high seismic vulnerability due to their reduced ductility capacity. Additionally, these structures may be affected by significant corrosion deterioration, as one of the major atmospheric degradation phenomena when built in corrosive environments. Corrosion deterioration leads to a thickness reduction of sections, reduced bearing capacity, stiffness degradation and loss of energy dissipation capacity. Thus, old-corroded steel structures located in seismically active regions could experience a reduction of their seismic performance, significantly increasing the failure probability under earthquake events. The present study investigates the effect of atmospheric corrosion deterioration on steel frames and uses a non-seismically designed three-storey moment-resisting frame for case-study purposes. Atmospheric corrosion models based on the recommendation of ISO 9224:2012 have been adopted considering a 50-years ageing time and modelled as uniform corrosion on steel members. A probabilistic seismic performance assessment of the pristine and ageing steel frames is performed through Incremental Dynamic Analyses (IDAs). IDAs are performed for a set of 43 ground motion records accounting for the influence of the earthquake input's uncertainty (i.e., the record-to-record variability). The corrosion effects on the seismic performance are evaluated by monitoring both global and local engineering demand parameters (EDPs), allowing the development of seismic fragility functions at components- and system-level.
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Introduction

Steel moment resisting frames (MRFs) represent a widely used structure typology in many seismic-prone regions worldwide. Many of these structures have been constructed before the introduction of modern seismic design codes and therefore are often characterised by a high seismic vulnerability due to inherent deficiencies typical of old design practices. Among others, the 1994 Northridge and 1995 Kobe earthquakes revealed numerous shortcomings in the design of such structures (Adiy et al., 2000; Mahin, 1998), including the absence of capacity design, weak panel zones, brittle welding zones, low ductility, inadequate energy dissipation capacity, etc. (Gutiérrez-Urzúa et al., 2021).

In addition, existing steel structures are often characterised by corrosion deterioration which may further compromise their seismic performance (Li and Mahmoodian, 2022). A few studies highlighted how corrosion can adversely reduce strength and ductility of steel MRFs, making them more vulnerable to structural damage under seismic events (Di Sarro et al., 2021). The primary effects include the reduction in the thickness of steel sections due to the formation of rust, while the secondary effects include the reduction of material properties (i.e., yield and ultimate strength, ductility, modulus of elasticity) (Wang et al., 2018). Nowadays, a large amount of research studies is focusing on assessing corrosion’s impact on the seismic performance of bridge structures and infrastructures (e.g., Ghosh and Sood, 2016; Shekhar et al., 2018). On the contrary, only a few research works have investigated the combined impact of corrosion deterioration and earthquakes on existing steel buildings.
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Zhang et al. (2020) experimentally and numerically investigated the seismic response of a three-storey single-bay MRF by considering different levels of corrosion. The results showed that a corrosion mass loss of 10.13% resulted in significant reductions in global displacement ductility and base shear capacity. Di Sarno et al. (2021) numerically investigated the seismic performance of a high-rise steel building considering a C4 corrosivity category (defined as per ISO 9224: 2012 guidelines) for a 100-year period. The results showed that the seismic response of the structure in terms of storey drifts is significantly increased when compared with C3 and C2 categories. These and a few other numerical studies investigated the response of corroded steel structures; however, in most cases, the contribution of corrosion at beam-to-column joint modelling has been neglected. In addition, most of the studies focused on the global response of corroded structures while, to the authors knowledge, no research study investigated the impact of corrosion at components level (e.g., beams, columns, panel zones, connections).

In order to fill these knowledge gaps, the present study investigates the seismic performance of a low-rise steel building designed as per pre-Northridge seismic codes and evaluates the impact of atmospheric corrosion deterioration. A three-storey steel MRF, adopted from the SAC-FEMA project (Gupta, 1999), is considered for case-study purposes. The joints are considered welded as per the original data available. The structure is assumed to be exposed to atmospheric conditions of the coastal area for a 50-years period. The time-dependent atmospheric corrosion deterioration model is adopted as suggested by ISO 9224: 2012. Uniform corrosion is considered for columns and panel zones, together with the deterioration in the mechanical properties of steel. A finite element (FE) model of the frame is developed in OpenSees (McKenna et al., 2000) to carry out non-linear static and dynamic numerical simulations. The study also investigates the probabilistic seismic response of the pristine and ageing steel frames through Incremental Dynamic Analyses (IDAs), considering a set of 43 ground motion records to account for the influence of the record-to-record variability. The seismic performance is assessed at global- and component-level by monitoring the relevant engineering demand parameters (EDPs). Seismic fragility functions at system- and components-level are finally developed to evaluate and critically discuss on the influence of corrosion effect on the global and local level seismic performance of the steel frame.

**Methodology**

Figure 1 shows the overall framework used in the present study for fragility assessment of the case-study steel MRF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cast-study structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Geometry and design parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Hazard definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Corrosion Modelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Atmospheric corrosion modelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Finite Element (FE) Modelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• FE modelling for pristine frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• FE modeling for corroded frame (Updated geometrical and strength properties)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Deterministic Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Quasi-static analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Non-linear time history analysis (NLTHA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Performance Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ground motion definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Global and local EDPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Fragility assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Fragility comparison for the pristine and corroded frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Global and local EDPs discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Seismic fragility assessment framework for corroded steel moment resisting frames (MRFs).

In Step 1, the benchmarked steel building is selected, and the details of the building and site under consideration are provided. Step 2 introduces corrosion deterioration in steel frames together with the models used to estimate atmospheric corrosion deterioration. In Step 3, FE models of the pristine and corroded frames are developed in OpenSees (McKenna et al., 2000) by incorporating the primary and secondary deterioration effects. In Step 4, the lateral strength of the pristine vs. the corroded frame is compared using displacement-controlled quasi-static analysis. The local and global EDPs of interest are discussed together with their capacity limit states and the Intensity Measure (IM) used in this study. Also, non-linear time history analyses for a single ground motion record are performed on the pristine and corroded frames to provide
some indication of the effects of corrosion on the seismic response at global- and components-
level. In Step 5, IDAs for the chosen suite of ground motion records are performed on the pristine
and corroded frames to evaluate their response parameters considering the influence of the
record-to-record variability. Finally, in Step 6, fragility assessment for the pristine and corroded
frames is evaluated and compared.

Case-study structure, corrosion deterioration and Finite Element (FE) modelling

Case-study structure

Boston’s three-storey building (3B) from the SAC-FEMA project is adopted as case-study
structure (Gupta, 1999). This frame was designed according to the 12th edition of the National
Building Code, considered built on stiff soil with regular floor plan distribution, and steel grade
ASTM A572. The case-study structure represents typical low-rise structures designed using non-
seismic pre-Northridge design codes (Gupta, 1999), does not incorporate capacity-based design
considerations and is characterised by low-ductile joints. The plan and elevation views of the
structure are shown in Figure 2. The perimeter seismic-resistant steel MRF considered in this
study is represented by the thick lines in Figure 2(a), while its elevation view is shown in Figure
2(b). This MRF has a bay width of 9144 mm and an interstorey height of 3962 mm. Columns’ and
beams’ sections are indicated in Figure 2(b). The seismic masses for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd storey
are 956.6, 956.6, and 1035 tons, respectively. Only half of each storey mass is assigned in the
FE model for a single perimeter frame (i.e., two perimeter MRFS in the x-direction). The seismic
risk category II (e.g., small office building), according to ASCE 7-16, is adopted for the case-study
structure. Additional details regarding the case-study structure are provided by Gutiérrez-Urzúa
et al. (2021) and Gutiérrez-Urzúa and Freddi (2022).

The case-study structure is assumed to be located near Boston’s coastline in an urban area with
medium pollution exposure, corresponding to the C4 (high) corrosivity category according to ISO
9223: 2012. In addition, it is assumed that no protection in the form of paint is applied to the case-
study structure. The analysis considers the structure as pristine and with a 50-year ageing period.

![Figure 2. Case-study steel moment-resisting frame (MRF): (a) Plan view; (b) Elevation view.](image)

Atmospheric corrosion deterioration modelling

Atmospheric corrosion is an electrochemical reaction in a steel member resulting in thickness
loss on the entire surface or locally. The potential difference causes electron loss from the base
steel metal to form the corrosion product, i.e., rust (Buchanan and Stansbury, 2012). Corrosion
deterioration in steel structures includes uniform corrosion, pitting corrosion, fatigue corrosion,
stress-induced corrosion, and many more (Di Sarno et al., 2021).

Corrosion deterioration causes thickness loss of steel section and degradation of the steel's
mechanical properties. The deterioration over a period of time is typically modelled using the
corrosion rate ($i_{corr}$) in μm/year, which subsumes the complex relationships between
environmental factors of the corrosion phenomena. Thus, ISO 9223: 2012 provides the following
factors to classify the atmosphere for corrosion of metals: (1) temperature-humidity complex, (2)
sulphur dioxide, and (3) chloride pollution. As previously stated, this study adopts the C4
corrosivity category for atmospheric corrosion characteristics from ISO 9223: 2012.
To estimate the thickness loss due to corrosion deterioration, this study adopts the corrosion loss model from ISO 9224: 2012. This is defined by a discontinuous function for ageing periods shorter and longer than 20 years according to the following formulation:

\[

d(t \leq 20y) = l_{\text{corr}}^B \\
\quad d(t > 20y) = l_{\text{corr}}[20^B + B(20^B - 1)(t - 20)]
\]

where the value of \( l_{\text{corr}} \) is the first-year corrosion rate, \( B \) is the time exponent coefficient and \( d(t) \) is the cross-section thickness loss of steel member (in \( \mu \)m). ISO 9224: 2012 suggest that power law is valid up to 20 years, assuming that the increasing rust thickness alleviates the corrosion damage. Furthermore, for post 20-year ageing time, it assumes that the corrosion achieves a steady state with a linear corrosion rate. The values of \( l_{\text{corr}} \) and \( B \) for the C4 corrosivity category are taken as the average of the limits provided in ISO 9224: 2012, which are \( l_{\text{corr}} = 65 \mu \text{m/year} \) and \( B = 0.575 \) for carbon steel. Adopting these values, the thickness loss for 50 years is \( d(t = 50y) = 0.55 \text{ mm on the exposed side} \), corresponding to a mass loss of 6.8%.

Furthermore, degradation in steel’s mechanical properties is evaluated based on the degrading laws proposed by Wang et al. (2018). The modified properties are calculated based on corrosion mass loss, given according to the following formulation:

\[
\begin{align*}
  f_y &= f_{yo}(1 - 1.09\eta) \\
  f_u &= f_{uo}(1 - 1.07\eta)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( f_{yo} \) and \( f_{uo} \) are initial yield and ultimate strength of the material, while \( \eta \) is the mass loss ratio. For a mass loss ratio \( (\eta) \) of 6.8%, \( f_{yo} \) and \( f_{uo} \) are reduced by a factor of 0.92.

**Finite element (FE) modelling**

A 2D non-linear FE model of the case-study structure is developed in OpenSees (McKenna et al., 2000). Columns are modelled using a distributed plasticity approach to account for the interaction between axial and bending stresses. Conversely, beams are modelled according to a lumped plasticity approach. The properties of the beams’ plastic hinges are calibrated and modified as per the model proposed by Lignos and Krawinkler (2011) and Zareian and Medina (2010), respectively. In addition, panel zones are modelled as per the ‘Scissors model’ using two parallel rotational springs (Gutiérrez-Urzúa et al., 2021). Beam-to-column connections are assumed welded and therefore are considered rigid in the FE model. The yield strength \( (f_y) \) and elastic modulus \( (E) \) are respectively equal to \( f_y = 344.74 \text{ MPa} \) and \( E = 199.95 \text{ GPa} \). ASCE 41-17 recommends increasing the nominal value of \( f_y \) by 10% to account for the material overstrength. A damping ratio of \( \zeta = 3\% \) is adopted by using mass and stiffness proportional damping (i.e., Rayleigh Damping). Additionally, a leaning column is included in the model to account for the P-Δ effects generated by the loads applied on the gravity frame. Additional information on the FE model are provided in Gutiérrez-Urzúa et al. (2021).

For the 50-year frame, thickness loss due to atmospheric corrosion deterioration is considered for all columns. The column sections in the FE model are revised to account for the thickness loss calculated as per Eq. (1) \( (d(t)=0.55 \text{ mm}) \). The rotational spring properties modelled as per ‘Scissors model’ is revised based on \( d(t = 50y) \) for column sections. Degradation in the mechanical properties is accounted for by modifying the yield \( (f_y) \) and ultimate strength \( (f_u) \) as per Eq. (2) and Eq. (3). A schematic representation of thickness loss in the column section for uniform corrosion along the full length is shown in Figure 3(a). The components in the corroded frame incorporating uniform corrosion are shown in Figure 3(b). In this study, no deterioration is considered for beams as they typically support and are partially protected by the slab, are located in the interior region of the building, and thus are in a less corrosive environment. Moreover, being non-seismically designed and characterised by weak panel zones, beam deterioration has a negligible impact on the lateral strength of the considered case-study frame.

**Seismic performance assessment**

*Engineering Demand Parameters (EDPs) and code-based capacity limits*  
Local and global EDPs are used to evaluate the seismic performance of the case-study structure, also accounting for the corrosion effects. The considered local EDPs include the beams’ chord rotation \( (\theta_b) \), column’ chord rotation \( (\theta_c) \), and panel zone shear strain \( (\gamma) \). On the other end, the
considered global EDP is the maximum interstorey drift ratio (MIDR), which provides a synthetic description of the seismic response.

Capacity limits for the considered local EDPs are conventionally defined based on yield capacity parameters, which for beams and columns is represented by the chord rotation at yielding (θy), while for panel zones is represented by the shear yield strain (γy). The coefficient, \( Z = M_{pl,Rd}/6EI \) in Table 1, where \( M_{pl,Rd} \) is the plastic moment capacity of the element at the location of the plastic hinge, \( L \) is the span's length (for beams) or column's height (for columns), while \( E \) and \( I \) are the Young's modulus and moment of inertia of the element, respectively. Additionally, in Table 1, \( G \) is the shear modulus of steel, \( A_s \) is the effective shear area of the cross-section, and \( v_c = N_c/N_{pl,Rd} \) is the dimensionless gravity force where \( N_c \) is axial force demand and \( N_{pl,Rd} \) axial capacity of the element.

For these EDPs, the ASCE 41-17 provides three different limit states (LSs), namely the (1) Immediate Occupancy (LS1), (2) Life Safety (LS2), and (3) Collapse Prevention (LS3). For beams, the capacity limits (i.e., LSs thresholds) and slenderness characteristics of the web and flanges of the cross-section. Conversely, in columns, the influence of axial loads is also considered, the plastic rotation capacity is decoupled from \( \theta_y \), and described in terms of ductility parameters \( a \) and \( b \), respectively, as defined in ASCE 41-17 (Gutiérrez-Urzúa et al., 2021). For the considered case-study structure, all columns are characterised by a dimensionless axial load \( v_c \leq 0.6 \). For columns with high axial load \( (v_c > 0.6) \), the limit states are force-controlled, and details can be found in Gutiérrez-Urzúa et al. (2021). Finally, for panel zones, the deformation capacity limits are given in terms of yield shear strain \( (\gamma_y) \) or the corresponding rotation \( (\theta_y) \). The details of these capacity limits are summarized in Table 2. Additionally, the capacity limits for the MIDR are assumed equal to 0.7% (LS1), 2.5% (LS2), and 5% (LS3) according to the ASCE 41-07.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beams</th>
<th>Columns</th>
<th>Panel zones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \( \theta_y = Z \left( 1 + \frac{12EI}{L^2GA} \right) \) | \( \theta_y = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\frac{v_c \leq 0.2,}{Z \left( 1 + \frac{12EI}{L^2GA} \right) \left( 1 - \frac{v_c}{2} \right)}
\frac{0.2 < v_c \leq 0.5,}{Z \left( 1 + \frac{12EI}{L^2GA} \right) \left( 9 - 9v_c \right)}
\end{array} \right. \) | \( \theta_y = \frac{f_{ye}}{0.7\sqrt{v}} \left( 1 - v_c^2 \right) \) |

Table 1. Deformation-based yield capacity parameters for beams, columns and panel zones as per ASCE 41-17.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Dimensionless axial load limits</th>
<th>Slenderness limits*</th>
<th>Plastic rotation capacity limits **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \alpha \leq 1123 ) &amp; ( \beta \geq 171 )</td>
<td>( 2.25 \theta_y )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beams**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Intermediate values</td>
<td>( 9 \theta_y ).Interpolate ( 11 \theta_y )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \alpha \leq 1723 ) &amp; ( \beta \geq 174 )</td>
<td>( 1 \theta_y )</td>
<td>( 3 \theta_y )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columns***</td>
<td>( v_c \leq 0.6 )</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>( 0.5 \alpha )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel Zone</td>
<td>( v_c \leq 0.4 )</td>
<td>( 1 \theta_y )</td>
<td>( 12 \theta_y )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *Interpolation must be made between web and flange slenderness limits, and the lowest rotation limits should be taken for each limit state; **The slenderness limit parameter for web - \( \alpha = (h/t_w) \times \sqrt{f_y} \), and for flange - \( \beta = (h/2t_f) \sqrt{f_y} \); ***The terms ‘a’ and ‘b’ are defined in Table 9-7.1 of the ASCE 41-17.

Table 2. Component-level plastic rotation capacity limit states as per ASCE 41-17.

Intensity Measure (IM)

A reduction in the section thickness due to corrosion deterioration typically generates a slight stiffness reduction and a consequent period elongation of the corroded frame with respect to the pristine frame. Thus, in order to allow the comparison of the seismic response of the two frames, the average spectral acceleration (\( S_{a,avg} \)) between the fundamental time periods of the pristine (\( T_{1,p} \)) and corroded (\( T_{1,c} \)) frames is used as IM in this study. This can be defined as the geometric mean of accelerations between \( T_{1,p} \) and \( T_{1,c} \), according to the following formulation:

\[
S_{a,avg}(T_{1,p} - T_{1,c} \varphi = 3\%) = \left( \prod_{i=1}^{n} S_{a}(T_{1,p}) \right)^{1/n}
\]  

where \( n \) is the number of discrete spectral ordinates between \( T_{1,p} \) and \( T_{1,c} \). The adopted \( S_{a,avg} \) allows directly comparing the fragility curves for the pristine and corroded frames.
Quasi-static analysis

Non-linear quasi-static analysis with the distribution of lateral loads defined according to the first mode is performed to assess the lateral strength for the pristine and 50-year corroded frames. Figure 3(c) shows the response of the pristine and corroded frames in terms of base shear vs. first-storey interstorey drift ratio (IDR). The lateral strength in terms of base shear for the 50-year corroded frames reduces by approximately 17% with respect to the pristine frame. In addition, a minor stiffness loss is also observed, leading to a slight fundamental period elongation, i.e., $T_{1,p} = 1.88$ sec and $T_{1,c} = 1.92$ sec.

Non-linear time history analysis

The response of the non-linear time history analyses of the pristine and corroded frames under a single ground motion (GM) record is presented in this section. Figure 4(a) shows the first-storey drift response for a single GM record scaled to 0.2g of the IM for the pristine and corroded frames. Figure 4(a) highlights that, in this case, corrosion deterioration causes approximately 14% higher maximum interstorey drift ($IDR_{max}$) and 74% higher residual interstorey drift ($IDR_{res}$) in the first-storey. Figure 4(b) shows the normalised rotation with respect to its yielding value ($\theta / \theta_y$) for panel zone no 7 (PZ 7). It highlights that PZ 7 has reached the plastic deformation stage for both the pristine frame and corroded frames. However, the PZ 7 of the corroded frame under seismic loads observe significantly larger rotation compared to the pristine frame.

Incremental Dynamic Analyses (IDAs) and Fragility Curves

A suite of 43 far-field GM records developed for the ATC-63 project (FEMA, 2009) was used to perform IDAs. The GMs were recorded on stiff soil, and do not exhibit pulse-type characteristics.
(i.e., source-to-site distance larger than 10 km). These GMs are not site-specific; thus, this study intends to assess the seismic performance representing a generalized seismic hazard. The selected GMs are scaled to different IM values ranging from 0.1g to 1g. IDAs for the GMs suite provide samples of the demand for the selected EDPs for discrete IM values.

Based on the EDPs-IM pairs, fragility curves are successively derived for the local- and global-level EDPs discussed in the previous sections. Fragility curves provide the probability of exceeding a specified LS, conditional to the strong-motion shaking severity, quantified by an appropriately selected IM. For each type of EDPs considered (i.e., beams’ chord rotation - \(\theta_b\), column’ chord rotation - \(\theta_c\), panel zone shear strain – \(\gamma\), and MIDRs), and for each GM, the maximum response monitored among all components is considered as sample of the demand (i.e., series arrangement of the components) (Freddi et al., 2013). On the other end, the code-based capacity limits (ASCE 41-17) discussed in the previous sections are used for comparison with the demand values and hence, for the definition of fragility curves. In other words, fragility curves for each EDP type and for the whole set of GMs are derived based on the comparison of the maximum EDP values among all components with respect to the capacity limit.

While accounting for the uncertainty in seismic demand (i.e., record-to-record variability), the variation of demand-dependent and deterioration-dependent capacity values is implicitly considered in this study (i.e., \(\theta_y\) in beams, columns, and panel zones). Other sources of uncertainty are neglected in this study. The deterioration-dependent capacity variation is based on the \(\theta_y\) values, which are function of yield \((f_y)\) and ultimate \((f_u)\) strength of the material and of the geometry of the section (i.e., thickness of web and flanges) at a point in time. As per the equations in Table 1, \(\theta\) parameter is a function of \(f_y\) where the reduction in \(f_u\) and the reduction in the web and flanges thickness due to corrosion deterioration, leads to reduction in rotation capacity.

Numerical fragility curves are derived based on the direct comparison between the samples of the demand and the corresponding capacity limits for each EDP. Successively, numerical fragility curves are approximated by analytical lognormal curves obtained through least-square minimization. The component-level seismic fragility curves can be described as follows:

\[
P(DS > LS|IM) = P(\theta > n_{LS}\theta_y|IM)
\]  

where \(\theta\) represents the demand value, while \(n_{LS}\theta_y\) represents the capacity limit for each EDP and each LS, estimated separately for pristine and corroded frames. Global fragility curves are derived in a similar way but without accounting for the evolution of the capacity limit values due to corrosion. Figure 5 provides the fragility curve for the pristine and corroded frame for both global and local EDPs. At the same time, for an easier comparison of the results, Table 3 reports the median (med) of the lognormal fragility curves for the pristine and corroded frames and their percentile variations.

Figure 5(a) shows the fragility curves for the MIDR. It can be observed that there is a small difference between the pristine and corroded frames for LS1 and LS2. Conversely, for LS3 the corroded frame shows a higher fragility with a difference in terms of median value of the lognormal fragility curves (med) of 8.9% (see Table 3). Figure 5(b) shows the fragility curves for beam’s chord rotation (\(\theta_b\)). In this case, a small variation with a slightly reduced fragility is observed for the LS1 of the corroded compared to the pristine frame. Conversely, a significant increase of fragility exists for both LS2 and LS3 with percentage variations of med values respectively equal to 14.6% and 14.1% (see Table 3). Figure 5(c) shows the fragility curves for column’ chord rotation (\(\theta_c\)). In this case, increased fragilities are observed for all LSs. The fragility for LS1 shows the highest increase with a percentage variation of the med value of 17.4%. Fragilities for LS2 and LS3 show variations of med values, respectively of 13.2% and 12.5% (see Table 3). Figure 5(d) shows the fragility curves for panel zone shear rotations (\(\theta\)). Also in this case, increased fragilities are observed for all LSs with med values of the corroded frame 9.3%, 6.3%, and 6.3% lower than the pristine frame for the LS1, LS2 and LS3, respectively (see Table 3). It is worth reminding the reader that, for this component, the ASCE 41-17 provides the same definition of capacity limits for LS2 and LS3, and for this reason, the fragility curves coincide.

Comparing the fragilities of beams, columns, and panel zone rotations in Figure 5, it can be observed that the panel zone is the weakest component for all LSs. Thus, the panel zone under seismic action and corrosion deterioration governs the whole frame’s exceedance probability. However, this component shows the lowest fragility variation as a consequence of the corrosion...
effects. On the other side, columns represent the components with the highest increase in fragility, potentially leading to a change of failure modalities for longer ageing periods.

Conclusions
Steel structures designed before the introduction of modern seismic design codes may be characterised by high seismic vulnerability due to their reduced ductility capacity. Additionally, these structures may be affected by significant corrosion deterioration, as one of the major atmospheric degradation phenomena when built in corrosive environments. The present study investigates the seismic performance of a non-seismically designed existing steel moment resisting frame (MRF) under the influence of atmospheric corrosion deterioration for a 50-year ageing time. A finite element (FE) model in OpenSees was developed to simulate the seismic response of the case-study structure through non-linear quasi-static and dynamic analyses. This study considers global (i.e., maximum interstorey drifts - MIDR), and local engineering demand parameters (EDPs) (i.e., beams' chord rotation - \( \theta_b \), column' chord rotation - \( \theta_c \), panel zone shear strain – \( \gamma \)), to evaluate the seismic performance of the frame after corrosion deterioration. Atmospheric corrosion's primary and secondary effects were quantified based on the recommendations of ISO 9224:2012 and incorporated in the FE model as uniform corrosion on steel members. The primary effect of atmospheric corrosion leads to a mass loss of the cross-section due to rust formation. For the 50-year exposure time and C4 corrosivity category (high), a 6.8% mass loss was estimated. The secondary effect includes the reduction of yield strength (\( f_y \)) and ultimate strength (\( f_u \)) of steel and were estimated to be about 8%. The results of the quasi-static analysis revealed a significant reduction (i.e., approximately 17%) in the lateral strength of the structure due to corrosion effects. Conversely, only a minor reduction in the stiffness of the case-study frame was observed. Incremental Dynamic Analyses (IDAs) were...
successively performed for a set of 43 ground motion records to assess the seismic performance of the structure accounting for the influence of the earthquake input's uncertainty and to derive fragility curves. Fragility curves have been derived for both global- and local-level EDPs considering code-based capacity limits for three different limit states (LSs). The fragility assessment highlighted that panel zones represent the weakest components in both the pristine and corroded scenarios. However, these components show the lowest fragility variation as a consequence of the corrosion effects (i.e., up to 9.3%). On the other side, columns represent the components with the highest increase in fragility (i.e., up to 17.4%). This situation could potentially lead to a change of failure modalities of the structure for longer ageing periods. The results of this study shed some light on the influence of corrosion deterioration of steel MRFs and provide some preliminary results for the quantification of the seismic fragility increase due to corrosion. Future works will investigate the effects of pitting corrosion and stress-induced corrosion at welded and bolted joints, the influence of modelling uncertainties related to the corrosion effects, and will extend the study to additional case-study structures to generalise the results.
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